Uganda Airlines flies further with its brand-new
A330neo
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Toulouse – 21 December, 2020 – Uganda Airlines, the country’s flag-carrier, has taken delivery
of its first A330neo, the latest version of the most popular widebody airliner. It is the first Airbus
aircraft delivered to Uganda Airlines, which was established in 2019.
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In line with the Company's strategy to keep offering its customers unbeatable economics,
increased operational efficiency and superior passenger comfort, the A330-800 is the latest
addition to Airbus’ commercial aircraft product line. Thanks to its tailored, mid-sized capacity
and its excellent range versatility, the A330neo is considered the ideal aircraft to operate as
part of the post-COVID-19 recovery.

The A330neo will enable the new airline to launch its long-range operations with non-stop
intercontinental flights to the Middle East, Europe and Asia.

Featuring Airbus’ Airspace cabin, passengers can enjoy a unique experience and explore its full
comfort with 20 full-flat, business-class beds, 28 premium-economy seats and 210 economyclass seats, totalling 258 seats.
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The A330neo is a true new-generation aircraft, building on the features of the popular A330
and using technology developed for the A350. Powered by the latest Rolls-Royce Trent 7000
engines and featuring a new wing with increased span and A350-inspired Sharklets, the
A330neo provides an unprecedented level of efficiency. The aircraft burns 25% less fuel per
seat than previous generation competitors. The A330neo cabin offers a unique passenger
experience with more personal space and the latest generation in-flight entertainment system
and connectivity.

About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2019, it generated
revenues of € 70 billion and employed a workforce of around 135,000. Airbus offers the
most comprehensive range of passenger airliners. Airbus is also a European leader
providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s
leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and
military rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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